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Defexpo Declared Open Officially

Defence Secretary Sanjay Mitra welcoming the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi at Def Expo 2018. Dr.S.Christopher,
Chairman DRDO and Secretary, Defence R & D, Chief of Army
Staff General Bipin Rawat, Chief of Air Staff Air Chief Marshal
Air Chief Marshal Birender Singh Dhanoa, Chief of Naval Staff
Admiral Admiral Sunil Lanba also seen.

Dr Subhash Bhamre, Minister of State for Defence releasing
the fifth edition of Aerospace , Defence Directory published
by Aeromag Asia is association with Society of Defence Technologists (SODET) during DefExpo 2018. V Udaya Bhaskar,
CMD, BDL and Chairman, SODET ,Sunny Jerome, Managing
Editor, Aeromag Asia are also seen.
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more info at

ROE.RU/ENG/

27 Stromynka str., 107076,
Moscow, Russian Federation
Phone: +7 (495) 534 61 83
Fax: +7 (495) 534 61 53
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www.roe.ru

Rosoboronexport is the sole state company in Russia
authorized to export the full range of defense and
dual-use products, technologies and services.
Rosoboronexport accounts for over 85% of Russia's
annual arms sales and maintains military-technical
cooperation with over 70 countries worldwide.
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Show Declared Open Officially

An Aerospace & Defence Company

MAN PORTABLE ANTI-TANK GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM
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Mr M V Gowtama, Chairman & Managing
Director, BEL, and other senior officers.

a Multi-Function Active Phased Array
Radar with Solid state Transceiver
for Land and Naval applications. The
Radar provides 3 dimensional target
data along withDoppler data.
The Radar employs multi-beam in
elevation, mono pulse in azimuth, Digital
Pulse compression, Pulse Doppler and many
Advanced and contemporary Technologies,
with very elegant and modular architecture.
These technologies enable detection of
very low RCS targets from complex land
and sea clutter and jamming environment.
3D Air Surveillance Radar antenna is
compact and can beaccommodated on
wheeled vehicles and small ships.
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by various companies and associations. Major global and domestic
military firms are showcasing their latest weaponry and platforms
at the DefExpo 2018, eyeing a slice of the lucrative military
market in India which is the world’s biggest arms importer.
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Chief of Naval Staff launches BEL’s 3D ASR
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efExpo 2018 was declared open officially as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi inaugurated the exhibition on day two.
The second day of the premier defence exhibition was
livelier than the first with the presence of the Prime Minister who
addresses the massive crown gathered in the east-coast village. The
ceremonial inaugural function was attended by Nirmala Sithraman,
Defence Minister, Dr. Subhash Bhamre, Defence Minister for State,
Banwarilal Purohit, Tamil Nadu Governor, Edappadi K Palaniswami,
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister, O Panneerselvam, TN Deputy CM,
secretaries, the chiefs of armed forces, CMDs of DPSUs, hundreds
of delegates and several dignitaries from foreign countries.
The inaugural function was followed by the live demonstration
of the various equipment of the land, naval and air forces. The
crowd who gathered to see the live demo were enthralled by
the drills and aerobatics by armoured weapons, fighter aircrafts,
helicopters, naval ships, marine commandos (MARCOS), Paragliders etc. The demo zone was covered by a dust storm as the
armoured fighting vehicles of DRDO including MBT Arjun 2, BEML
bulldozers etc. The sky above the exhibition arena witnessed
breathtaking air drills and stunts by the helicopters developed by
HAL including Advanced Light Helicopter Dhruv, Chetak etc.
The day two marked several B2B meeting and seminars organised

dmiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of
Naval Staff, launched the 3D Air
Surveillance Radar of Navratna
Defence PSU Bharat Electronics Limited at
its stall at DEFEXPO 2018 in the presence of
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Dr Girish S Deodhare, Director, Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA) and Programme Director (Combat Aircraft), K Ravikumar, FA to DG, ADA,
R Swaminathan, Associate Programme Director ( Current Programmes), TD(GS) and Director (MM) ADA, P Thangavel, Programme Director (LCA
Navy Mk-1) at ADA stall, DefExpo.

Driven by Expertise
Led by Commitment

Powered by two Shakti engines, the LCH inherits many unique technical
features such as sleek and narrow fuselage, tri-cycle crashworthy landing gear,
crashworthy and self sealing fuel tanks, armour protection, nuclear and low
visibility features. Currently, four prototypes are under extensive weapons trials
and certification process.

www.hal-india.com
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Tata Sons to form Tata
Aerospace & Defence

T

ata Sons said it is in the process of consolidating its various
businesses across Aerospace and Defence sectors together
under a single entity – Tata Aerospace & Defence (Tata A&D).
The necessary statutory and regulatory approvals are in the process
of being obtained. Tata A&D proposes to leverage its full range of
expertise, experience, and capabilities from across the Group related
to Land Mobility Solutions, Aerospace, Weapon systems, Sensors and
Command, Control, Communication, Computers and Intelligence (C4I).
Several companies proposed to be forming part of Tata A&D
already have strong, established partnerships with leading aerospace
and defence firms and are part of the global supply chain. In some
instances, they are also a global single source provider. It is proposed
that Tata A&D will also be deeply invested in the development of
indigenous platforms uniquely suited for the Indian Defence Forces,
which is central to Tata A&D’s long-term strategy. In addition to the
growing list of joint ventures and collaborations with leading global

equipment manufacturers, Tata A&D proposes to bring together
over 6,000 employees, and have production facilities in the states of
Telangana, Karnataka, Jharkhand, and Maharashtra.
N. Chandrasekaran, Chairman of Tata Sons, said that the formation of
Tata A&D, a single unified entity, would allow the company to better
target emerging opportunities in Aerospace and Defence, and engage
holistically with customers both in India and globally.
Banmali Agrawala, President, Infrastructure and Defence &
Aerospace, Tata Sons, said that Tata A&D when formed, will be better
equipped to execute larger and more complex projects and be more
globally competitive as part of the global supply chain. “We have
moved beyond providing individual products to develop integrated
offerings across Land mobility, airborne platforms and systems, as
well as weapons systems and C4I. In India, Tata has built an industrial
base in defence intentionally designed to complement and integrate
with the efforts of the Defence Research & Development Organization
(DRDO) and Defence Public Sector Units (PSU),” he said.

Pushpak Products Signs ToT
Agreement with DRDO

Dr S Christopher, Secretary Defence R&D and Chairman, DRDO,
Pushpak Prakash, Founder and Managing Director, Pushpak products
India Pvt. Ltd.after signing the ToT.

B

angalore-based Pushpak Products India Pvt. Ltd., has signed a
Technology Transfer Agreement (ToT) with Defence Research
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and Development Organisation (DRDO) at DefExpo 2018. The DFRL
lab of DRDO signed MoU with Pushpak for indigenously developed
innovative food engineering systems for armed forces in food related
industries. DRDO signed MoU with another 15 MSMEs too.
The ToT agreement was signed between Dr S Christopher, Secretary
Defence R&D and Chairman, DRDO, Pushpak Prakash Founder and
Managing Director, Pushpak products India Pvt. Ltd. The technology
is a critical and urgent need for the armed forces deployed at high
altitudes,terrains, Naval ships and Submarine galleys.
Started in 1992 as a first-generation enterprise, Pushpak Products
India Pvt. Ltd. is one of the leading manufacturers of Material & Ground
Handling Equipment, Industrial & Office Furniture & Electro-chemicals
for Spacecraft Components in India. Based in Bengaluru, Pushpak with
its two facilities at Jalahalli & Bidadi, continuously caters to the rising
demands of the market and offers quality-assured products.
The MoU is in line with big industries to share the opportunities in
India defence area to support Make in India and help MSMEs to come
forward to support India’s indigenously developed technologies.
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BDL Inks ToT Agreement
with NSTL

Minister of State for Defence Dr Subhash Bhamre presenting the signed agreement to
V. Udaya Bhaskar, CMD, BDL in the presence of Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on day
one of DefExpo 2018.

B

harat Dynamics Limited (BDL), a Miniratna Government of India Enterprise
under Ministry of Defence and Naval
Science & Technological Laboratory (NSTL,
under DRDO) have signed a “Licensing
Agreement for Transfer of Technology” for
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productionization of Varunastra.
The signed agreement document was
presented by Minister of State for Defence Dr
Subhash Bhamre to V. Udaya Bhaskar, CMD,
BDL in the presence of Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman on day one of DefExpo

2018.
Admiral Sunil Lanba, Chief of Naval Staff,
Dr S Christopher, Secretary, Defence R&D &
Chairman, DRDO, SA to RM and senior officials
from DRDO and Ministry of Defence were also
present on the occasion.
Varunastra is an advanced ship- launched
heavy weight anti-submarine Torpedo
designed and developed by NSTL. BDL is
the Production Agency for Varunastra .
The Company has established a dedicated
manufacturing unit at Visakhapatnam
exclusively for producing all under water
weapons.
As per the agreement, DRDO would transfer
the “Technology” for manufacture, testing
and maintenance of Varunastra. BDL, as the
production agency, will manufacture and
supply Varunastra torpedo systems to the
Indian Navy.
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The Chairman
DRDO & Secretary,
Department of Defence
R&D, Dr. S. Christopher
handing over the
Cumulative Transfer
of Technology Fee of
Rs 192 crore to the
Minister for Defence,
Nirmala Sitharaman,
at the DefExpo
2018. The Minister
of State for Defence,
Dr. Subhash Ramrao
Bhamre is also seen.

T

Govt. Focuses on
the Modernization
of Armed Forces

he central government is focusing on the modernization of the armed forces to keep the
Forces in a state of readiness to meet operational and security challenges. The budget
allocation for Defence has been increasing year over year, including 2018-19, which shows
the importance given to the defence sector in boosting up the ongoing modernization and
thereby meet the requirements of the three forces.
Minister of State for Defence, Dr. Subhash Bhamre, while talking in the Rajya Sabha, has said
that the Budget Estimate (BE) allocation in 2018-19 at Rs.4,04,364.71 Crores is Rs. 44,510.59
Crores over the BE 2017-18 allocation of Rs.3,59,854.12 Crores. Modernization of Armed forces is a
continuous process undertaken as per the extant Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP) and the
recent procurements will help the forces to be more combat ready with latest armaments and
equipment.
Government is taking measures for modernization of the armed forces, through inducting new
equipment and upgrading of existing equipment and systems. The modernization projects are
progressed as per approved Services Capital Acquisition Plans (SCAP) and Annual Acquisition
Plans (AAP) in terms of extant Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP), he said.
The allocated funds are optimally and fully utilized towards operational activities. However,
depending on budget allocation the schemes are reprioritized to ensure that urgent and critical
capabilities are acquired without any compromise to operational preparedness of Defence
services, he added.
The slow pace of modernization has been one of the challenging issues faced by the forces.
There has been long-demands for replacing the ageing weapon systems and equipment with
sophisticated ones. The government gives prime focus to address these issue especially at a
situation when there are constant conflict along the northern borders.

Printed and Published by , Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor, Aeromag Asia, Aerosun Media,
Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road, Off Old Madras Road,
Bangalore 560075. Karnataka.
Printed at Rashtrotthana Mudranalaya, 19/1, K.G.Nagar, Bangalore-19.

The Minister for Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman, releasing the Diamond Jubilee commemorative stamp of Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO), at the DefExpo. The Minister of State for Defence, Dr. Subhash Ramrao Bhamre, the Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral Sunil
Lanba, the Chairman DRDO & Secretary, Department of Defence R&D, Dr. S. Christopher, the DG (SAM), DRDO, Dr. Chitra Rajagopal, the Chief
Post Master General, Tamil Nadu Postal Circle, M. Sampath and the Scientific Advisor to Defence Minister, Dr. G. Satheesh Reddy are also seen.

VISIT US AT AERO INDIA 2017, STAND А 2.3.4
United Engine Corporation
16 Budennogo Av., Moscow, Russia 105118
Tel./fax: +7 (499) 558-01-26
www.uecrus.com
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Kalyani Aims to Double
Defence Business in 3 Years
Kalyani group is one of the bests in metallurgy
globally. Our rich experience in metallurgy gives
us an upper and in defence manufacture. We
have a team of best engineers in the world
and our research facilities are top-of-thegrade. Hence, applying it to defence industry
is quite easy. Today, our revenue from defence
business is about 10% of total revenue and
we aims to double it in three years, says
Baba N Kalyani, Chairman, Kalyani Group.
great achievement for us as the
entire process has been completed
in just 18 months which is a record
time for artillery platform. ATAGS
has completed its summer and
winter trials in Pokhran and Sikkim
respectively. Now the accuracy
and consistency trials are about to
begin, following which the gun will
be given to army for user trials. We
hope to complete all processes in
three months. We made one gun
now and the rest will be made in
one year.

Baba N Kalyani
Chairman, Kalyani Group.
Recently the Advanced Towed Artillery Gun System (ATAGS),
jointly developed by DRDO and Kalyani Group, has created
record by achieving a range of 48 kilometres during a firing trial.
Could you talk about more about ATAGS and how it would meet
the requirements of the Army?

Kalyani Rafael Advanced Systems
Pvt. Ltd. (KRAS), India’s first
private sector Missile sub-systems
manufacturing facility, has been
established to design, develop
and manufacture state-of-the-art
weapon systems for the Indian
armed forces. Could you talk about
the latest operations at the JV
facility?
Our joint facility with Israel’s
Rafael, KRAS located in Hyderabad,
is for producing Anti-Tank Guided
Missiles (ATGM), Advanced Air
Defence Systems etc. KRAS has
highly sophisticated infrastructure
facilities
and
capabilities
to
produce advanced weapons and is
production-ready. As soon as we get
some orders, we will start producing
weapons. The facility has been set
up also for export purposes.

For the last 30 to 35 years, there was no new artillery gun
developed in India and the need for advanced guns was a
concern. As a landmark event, DRDO developed the ATAGS to
address the lack of artillery guns in the forces. DRDO designed
the gun and we manufactured it. What makes this gun different
is that it is fully electric. It will avoid maintenance problems like
hydraulic or oil leakage. Moreover it is built with a larger chamber
of 27 litres which can take more propellant charges. So the
projectile can be detonated at a higher velocity. It was our job to
design and build it to withstand the heavy amount of pressure.
The result was pretty impressive as our gun achieved a range of
Metallurgy is fundamental to
48 Kilometres which is 8kms longer than that of normal 155mm
52 Calibre guns. It fired to a distance of 48Kms consistently which the defence industry and Kalyani
will be major advantage in the battlefield. This was indeed a Group is one of the pioneers in
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metallurgy expertise globally. How
do you leverage this advantage
in conquering greater heights in
defence manufacturing?
Metallurgy is of course the most
fundamental part in defence
manufacturing as almost all defence
weapons, electronics, equipment
are made out of strong metal only.
Kalyani group is one of the bests
in metallurgy globally. Our rich
experience in metallurgy gives us an
upper and in defence manufacture.
We have a team of best engineers in
the world and our research facilities
are
top-of-the-grade.
Hence,
applying it to defence industry is
quite easy. If you look into history, all
major defence manufacturers have
started as metallurgical firms. Hence
we are completely leveraging our
expertise to make the best defence
products.
Could you talk about Kalyani’s
domestic and export business in
defence?
Today, our revenue from defence
business is about 10% of total
revenue and we aims to double
it in three years. There are a lot of
opportunities in defence export
business but the companies should
have strong track record as it is
challenging. We export a lot of
products including ammunitions,
spares for Russian equipment like
tanks etc. Our export business is
around Rs.100 Crores in defence.
We are planning on increasing our
defence exports.
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Developing Technologies
of Tomorrow
A small venture that began with five people
three decades ago has now become India’s
leader in indigenously developed electronic
systems in the Defence and Aerospace
domain. Could you share with us Data
Patterns’ saga of success?

S Rangarajan
CEO, Data Patterns

Our vision since beginning
33 years ago has been
to develop products
of todays’ technology
in India. As a matter of
fact, our company logo
formalized 15 years ago
is “Made in India with
Pride”. As a Private
Player, we are ready with
systems, processes and
competencies in place
to take on new products
and technologies. Our
Indian and International
customers are encouraging
us to develop next
generation systems. In
modern days’ platform,
Electronics forms a major
role in Defence and
Aerospace domains, says
S Rangarajan, CEO, Data
Patterns. Speaking with
Aeromag, Rangarajan
shares the success
story of Data Patterns
over three decades .
18

I founded Data Patterns in 1985 with an
undeterred conviction and a dream to build
an Institution where products should be
developed indigenously. Since inception,
this vision that the company should
design and build products of international
standards in India rather than importing was
institutionalized.
We, at Data Patterns initially developed
products for ISRO and later for DRDO.
Developing highly reliable Systems for
Space & Defence applications spanning the
entire range of electronics was certainly
demanding. As a product Company, we
developed more than 1000 building blocks
in various functions and disciplines instead
of imported available Systems from abroad.
This formed the basis for building complete
Systems. Our experience was documented
painstakingly to enable process discipline
in every activity of development and
manufacture. This provided the foundation
to build a competent engineering Company.
Data Patterns encouraged young talent
backed with experienced team and mature
processes.
The challenge to build complex Defence
& Aerospace Systems involves building
multilateral skills, strong processes, inhouse continuous training and building
competency in various domains.
Data
Patterns’ engagement with DRDO and DoS
on a continued basis allowed it to absorb and
build competency over the years.
The government is pushing for active private
participation in defence manufacturing
through strategic partnerships. In this regard
what prospects do you see for Data Patterns?
Strategic
Partnerships
have
been
introduced
to
encourage
broader
participation of the private sector, in addition
to capacities of DPSUs/OFB, in manufacturing
of major defence platforms such as aircraft,
helicopters, submarines, armoured vehicles
etc. These can be handled only by large
companies who are willing to invest heavily
and to accept lower and longer Return on
investments.
In modern days’ platform, Electronics
forms a major role. For example, in aircraft

and helicopters, electronics content is more
than 40%. Data Patterns, can contribute
substantially here.
Strategic partners should follow the model
of international companies such as Airbus,
Boeing, BAE Systems, etc., and play the role
of System Integrator with most of the Systems
coming from qualified and capable Indian
vendors. There should be a tiered structure
with the Strategic partners nurturing Indian
industries to build durable relationships and
a Defence ecosystem. This will allow the
Strategic Partner model to flourish. However,
in the present context, Strategic Partners as
well as other Tier 1 and Tier 2 companies will
form relationships with international OEMS to
enable them to build products and services
to meet the present requirements. I imagine
that over a period of years, more Systems will
be designed in India.
To quicken development of Indian Systems
in this model, the MoD should define
processes and incentives to enable DPSUs
and DRDO to form partnership with capable
Indian Companies. The present process
has no provision for such relationships and
contract is purely awarded on L1 basis.
The partnership approach will allow longterm thinking and investments in building
domains and systems which will form the
foundation of “Make in India” Defence &
Aerospace Systems.
Could you talk about your latest products
and services in aerospace and defence
domains?
(a)
A wide range of Electronic Warfare
products have been developed with the
support of DLRL/DRDO. These include
Electronic Support Measure systems (ESM)
in Intelligence and Detection segments in
both ELINT/ COMINT areas and Electronic
Counter measures (ECM) such as Jammers.
We have developed a Multi bit and wide
band Radar Warning Receiver comparable to
international products.
(b)
Radar is another domain where we
have focused considerable resources to build
competencies to develop and build complete
radars with state-of-the-art Active Electronic
Scanning Array, next generation Doppler
signal processing and Radar computing
technologies. Precision Approach Radar is
one example. We have also developed a
phased array radar in 205 MHz frequency (first
of its kind in the world). Doppler weather
radars in X and C band radars are examples of
our radar capabilities.
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T

he UAV business is
currently a world of
extremes.There are no
real standards for industrialgrade drones yet in India, but
it’s a continually growing market
and potential of unmanned
aerial systems. Department
of higher education, Anna
University is working to fill that
niche by trying to fit this middle
commercial range between
consumer and military.
Currently, Team MIT is working
on DH-G-VTHT and DH-G-Heli.
The DH-G-VTHT is a hybrid VTOL
fixed-wing UAV features hybrid
configuration of combining the
characteristics of fixed wing
and multi rotors UAV, such as
vertical takeoff and landing, long
endurance time, high speed

and long range, this UAV was
built to bring efficiency to flying.
The aircraft weighs less than
12Kgs and is capable of carrying
a variety of modular payload
sensors. In addition to being able
to take off and land vertically in
confined spaces, the new aircraft
have a service ceiling of 4000
feet and are able to operate in
winds up to 20 knots. With an
approximate wingspan of 6 feet,
they can be quickly launched
from spaces with a limited area.
DH-G-Heli is a first Indian rotary
winged low-range helicopter
that can be operated from
portable mini ground control
station(MGCS).The system can
hover about 2 to 3 hours while
providing realtime information
to a MGCS or to a remote

(c)
In
Missile
Electronics,
our
contribution has been in Brahmos Fire
Control system for both Land and Airborne
missiles. We have indigenously developed
and built a complete Monopulse RF seeker
for Brahmos with DRDL.
(d)
IFF Mk XII with Mode 5 capabilities
equivalent to current International standards
with CABS/DRDO.
(e)
In Satellite applications, we had
built a Nano Satellite. Our capabilities in
ground station have also been appreciated
by ISRO.
Could you share the details about some of
the recent achievements of Data Patterns in
terms of sales, orders, client base?
The brand Image in our Technology
capabilities in Defence electronic domains
built over the years is paying rich dividends.
Our Indian and International customers are
encouraging us to develop next generation
systems. A large number of our products
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video terminal. In the recent
past, efforts have been put in
to design and develop long
endurance UAVs for operations
like security coverage for
a vast area with peripheral
roads specifically to security
installations in the country. A
Hybrid Gasoline- Electric UAV
has been test-flown which had
an endurance of more than 5 hrs.

have gone through stringent evaluation and
field trials. We believe that these would lead
to high value production orders from 2018-19
onwards.
How do you assess Make in India as a game
changer for private players in defence and
aerospace? How does Data Patterns leverage
the opportunities since Govt. of India
announced Tamil Nadu is a Defence Corridor
in the budget?
As stated earlier, our vision since beginning
33 years ago has been to develop products
of todays’ technology in India. As a matter of
fact, our company logo formalized 15 years
ago is “Made in India with Pride”.
As a Private Player, we are ready with
systems, processes and competencies
in place to take on new products and
technologies. Being in Chennai, we believe
that we should be able to build relationships
with other defence companies and should be
able to address the new opportunities with

Hence CASR, Anna University
would like to apply for the
world record in this category.
Potential applications of the
above developments are aerial
mapping, aerial surveying,
aerial photography, aerial
surveillance, and power line
inspection, emergency disaster
and Medical transportation.

partnership synergies.
Please talk about Data Patterns’
contribution towards the modernization
of armed forces and their requirement of
advanced systems.
New technology products built in Radars,
Electronic Warfare, Missile electronics
and Avionics domains will address the
requirement of modern Systems of our
Services. Also, since these are developed in
India, we can provide a very high up-time
and lower lifecycle costs.

Please Visit us at Tamil Nadu Pavilion Hall 6, Stand No. 6.12.A.14

Excellence in UAV Research

Could you talk about the future road map
of Data Patterns? What are the aims to be
achieved in the coming years?
Our Objective is to become the Leading
Company in providing Next generation
products and systems in Defence Electronics
domains on par with International
companies.
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Govt. Makes First Step
Towards Integrated
Theatre Commands

Strategic Partnerships to
Boost Defence Acquisition

T

T

aking the first step towards eventually having integrated
theatre commands of armed forces, the government has
amended the rules to bring three forces under single
leadership. An integrated theatre command envisages a unified
command of the three Services, under a single commander, for
geographical theatres that are of security concern. With the
integration, all the manpower and assets of the Army, Navy and IAF
will be under the operational control of a single three-star general
in theatre commands. The commander will be able to bring to bear
all resources from the IAF, the Army and the Navy at his disposal with
seamless efficacy.
The move has been implemented especially for the strategicallylocated Andaman and Nicobar Command (ANC), which was
established as India’s first theatre command in October 2001.
But it has largely failed to serve its purpose due to inner turf wars
among the three services, general politico-bureaucratic apathy, fund
crunches and environmental concerns. The government has amended
command and control rules for joint organisations and establishments.
According to defence sources, the newly notified “statutory rules and
orders” states that an officer from any of the three services can now
“exercise direct command” over personnel from all the services, who
are governed by different acts and rules, in tri-service organizations.
Though it seems a minor structural reform, it is the beginning of a
huge cultural, fundamental shift in the Indian military system, where
the three services often pull in different directions. If the country is
to have a chief of defence staff (CDS) and theatre commands in the
years ahead, the amendment of the rules is the first step. The naval
commander-in-chief of the Andaman & Nicobar Command already
has the authority to directly control Army and IAF officers and other
personnel under him. Similarly moves are afoot to eventually bring all
land and assets under him in the archipelago.
The Andaman theatre command will serve as the template for
theatre commands in the future. Moreover, it is inevitable to have a
fully unified and operational ANC in the wake of increasing Chinese
presence in the Indian Ocean Region.
The new decision by the government will boost the plans to create
more theatre commands including a proposal to create integrated
theatre commands for the northern border with China, a western
command for Pakistan, a counterinsurgency operations command
and one or two peninsular commands for the maritime borders etc.
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he strategic partnerships in defence productions will play a
major role in nurturing the defence manufacturing industry
and defence acquisition in India, said, Dr. Subhash Bhamre,
Minister of State for Defence in a written reply to a question in the Rajya
Sabha regarding the Strategic Partnership Policy. Bhamre has said that
the policy on Strategic Partnerships in Defence sector is intended to
institutionalise a transparent, objective and functional mechanism to
encourage broader participation of the private sector, in addition to
DPSUs / OFB, in the manufacture of defence platforms and equipment
such as aircraft, submarines, helicopters and armoured vehicles.
The policy will serve to enhance competition, increase efficiencies,
facilitate faster and more significant absorption of technology and
create a tiered industrial ecosystem. It will ensure the development
of a wider skill base and trigger innovation, leading to reduction in
dependence on imports and greater self-reliance in meeting national
security objectives. The policy has been approved by Defence
Acquisition Council (DAC) in May 2017 and was promulgated as
Chapter-VII of Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP) – 2016 titled
as ‘Revitalising Defence Industrial Ecosystem through Strategic
Partnerships’, he said.
The four segments that have been identified for acquisition under
Strategic Partnership (SP) route are Fighter Aircraft, Helicopters,
Submarines and Armoured Fighting Vehicles (AFVs) / Main Battle
Tanks (MBTs), he added. The policy has been placed before the Cabinet
Committee on Security (CCS) which considered the Note on the Policy
in its meeting and noted the contents thereof.
The Strategic Partnership Model (SPM) is a different category of
Capital Acquisition in addition to the existing categories as mentioned
in Chapter-I of DPP-2016 i.e. ‘Buy (Indian-IDDM)’; ‘Buy (Indian)’; ‘Buy
& Make (Indian)’; ‘Buy & Make’ and ‘Buy (Global)’. Though the plan
has a promising future, the cases in the respective segments are
only in its initial / early stages. Hence the amount of investment and
employment opportunities likely to be created cannot be quantified
at this stage, he said.

The Secretary (Defence Production), Dr. Ajay Kumar and the Vice
Minister of Defence Acquisition of the Republic of Korea, Mr. Yu Jeoung
Yeol at the delegation level talks (JCM) between India and Republic of
Korea (ROK) on Defence Industry and Logistics Cooperation, in New
Delhi.
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Army to Get World Class
Bullet Proof Jackets

Indian Army soldiers will soon get worldclass bullet proof jackets in the near future
as the government has signed the deal for
procurement of jackets under Make in India
initiative. A major contract proposes the
capital procurement route, for procurement
of 1,86,138 Bullet Proof Jackets (BPJs). The
impending requirement of the Indian

Army for effective BPJs, has been met
after successful conduct of stringent field
evaluation trials.
The contracted BPJs have contemporary and
state-of-the-art specifications with added
protection level and coverage area. These
ergonomically designed BPJs have modular
parts, thereby providing immense protection

and flexibility to soldiers operating in
different operational situations ranging from
long distance patrolling to high risk room
intervention scenarios. The new BPJs will
provide 360 degree protection to the soldier
in combat, including from latest hard steel
core bullets.
The concerns for BPJs for the Indian Army
have been raised at the highest levels even
in the civil domain and media reports amidst
heightened security situation, along the
borders and in the hinterland in the disturbed
areas. The provisioning of this operationally
urgent and very critical equipment
concerning personal ballistic protection
will boost the confidence of the soldier and
provide moral ascendency to security forces.
The case was processed as a ‘Buy Indian’.
The provision of these new BPJs was
done by Indian manufacturers who were
successful in the trials. This has given an
impetus to the ‘Make in India’ initiative of the
Government, and provides confidence that
the Indian Industry is capable of fulfilling the
requirements of Indian Army for its personal
protective equipment.

Thales Reiterates its Commitment
to ‘Make in India’

Emmanuel de Roquefeuil
VP and Country Director, Thales in India
Thales in India, through special digital
immersive experiences, will highlight its
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cutting-edge capabilities in air defence,
radars, acoustics and optronic, armaments,
land and naval communication, UAVs,
among others at DefExpo 2018 reiterating its
commitment to Make in India, said Emmanuel
de Roquefeuil, VP and Country Director,
Thales in India. “Our customers and partners
have big ambitions, and DefExpo 2018 will
play a central role in helping us demonstrate
once again how we support them achieve the
same. This year, visitors at Thales stand will
get insights into our efforts in line with the
government’s “Make in India” initiative,” he
said.
Roquefeuil has added that Thales’ strategy
to develop its industrial footprint was in
line with the ‘Make in India’ initiative. The
organisation sees itself playing a key role
in this transformative journey of the Indian
defence sector by continuing to provide
its advanced solutions to the Ministry of
Defence, supporting the local industry and
creating jobs. Initiatives such as ‘Make in

HELD UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HIS EXCELLENCY, PRESIDENT ABDEL FATTAH EL-SISI
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, THE SUPREME COMMANDER OF THE EGYPTIAN ARMED FORCES

India’ focus on indigenous manufacturing
and provide the Indian defence industry
with new parameters of growth. These
initiatives also support plans of international
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
to contribute to the local industry by joining
hands with Indian companies, bringing
high technology solutions and exploring
opportunities in global markets as well, he
said.
Ever since its inception in India in 1953,
Thales has been actively partnering with the
local industry and sharing technologies and
expertise. The three branches of the Indian
Armed Forces: navy, air force and army have
relied on Thales time and again to maintain
and gain operational superiority. Other than
defence, Thales has been contributing to the
Indian aerospace and ground transportation
(railways and metros) sectors. Over 1,500
people are working directly with Thales in
India as well as indirectly through its supply
chain partnerships with Indian companies.
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In Pursuit of High Technology
Manufacturing
processes employed by LMW ATC are NAS410
Level III certified.
Composites manufacturing capabilities
Aerospace Composites Division (ACD)
is planned as a comprehensive and selfcontained facility encompassing activities
from raw material storage and testing to final
assembly of composite structural products.
The 7,600 sq. m facility has been planned to
produce composite structural products for
space and aviation sectors. Affiliation to ISO
9001-2015, AS9100 D and NADCAP will be
obtained upon commissioning. The facility
will have a 960 sq. m clean processing bay,
and a 1,870 sq. m assembly bay with a height
of 21 m.

Sanjay Jayavarthanavelu
CMD, Lakshmi Machine Works Ltd., Coimbatore at DefExpo stall.

F

ounded in 1962, Lakshmi Machine
Works is a global manufacturing
powerhouse
that
started
its
diversification journey by establishing its
Machine Tool Division (MTD) in the late
eighties. LMW progressed further in its
pursuit of high technology manufacturing in
2010 with the establishment of the Advanced
Technology Centre (ATC). This division was
started to serve the Aerospace and Aviation
industry by manufacturing precision
machined parts for engine, structural, sheet
metal components and sub-assemblies, said
Soundhar Rajhan K, Director - Operations.
Today, LMW ATC is a one-stop solution for
the Aerospace, Defence and engineering
customers, with expansive facilities that
manufactures and supplies precision
engineered components. The division is now
establishing a comprehensive composites
manufacturing facility. Its top quality
products are backed by industry certifications
including ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. LMW ATC
has also received OSHAS 18001 certification
for its safety and workplace practices.
The division has qualified for AS9100 D
and NADCAP certification for its special
process, that include chemical process, nondestructive testing (NDT), welding and heat
treatment, totalling more than 25 special
processes.
LMW ATC has tied up with major OEMs and
Tier-1 manufacturers in the United States,
Europe, and various Divisions of Hindustan
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Aeronautics Limited (HAL) as well as Defence
Research Development Organisation.
ATC’s expertise has been
built in four areas
•
Aircraft
engine
components
and
assembly
manufacturing:
This
includes components such as casings,
housings, impellers and various assembly
configurations.
•
Aero structure and structural
assembly: Panels, skins, wings, fairings, ribs,
and their assemblies.
•
Composites: For manufacturing
non-metallic and hybrid structural parts for
aviation.
•
Sheet metal and special processes
for manufacture of aero components.
LMW ATC has an in-house design and
development team for tooling. The sheet
metal and special process capabilities include
manufacturing a wide range of assemblies,
sub-assemblies, and components for aero
engines in its top-in-class facilities run by
highly experienced team of engineers.
To meet with the stringent demands of
the industry, ATC has an effective line-up of
CNC lathes, turn mills, vertical turning lathes,
multi-axle machining centres, sheet metal
fabrication, heat treatment processes, and
non-destructive testing. ATC employs bestin-class 8-axis TIG welding (latest addition)
along with manual TIG welding in its
various manufacturing processes. All special

Looking forward
India is now a primary global designer
and an emerging centre for Defence
manufacturing. Developing its own robust
indigenous
manufacturing
capabilities
and expanding on its supplier ecosystem
is important for India to be self-reliant in
defence. LMW ATC firmly believes that codevelopment, and involvement in the process
of manufacturing by the entire ecosystem
would go a long way in achieving an agile
and innovative Defence supply ecosystem.
Together with a robust supply chain that
optimises cost, LMW ATC will play its role in
the journey of India achieving a vibrant, selfreliant defence manufacturing base.
Major customers
The domestic customers include Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL): Aircraft Divisions,
Aerospace Division, Engine Divisions,
Helicopter Division, Transport Aircraft
Division, RWR &DC and Overhaul Division,
Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO-CABS), Tata Advanced
Materials Limited (TAML), and Vikram
Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC).
The overseas customer base include Pratt
& Whitney America, Fokker Aerostructures
BV, Dassault Aviation, Honeywell Aerospace
- Textron Systems, Mecaer Aviation Group,
Magellan
Aerospace,
and
Hamilton
Sundstrand.
Many OEMs have approved process of LMW
ATC including Boeing, BELL Helicopters, Pratt
& Whitney America, UTCAS, Dassault Aviation,
Hamilton Sundstrand, Goodrich Aerospace,
Magellan Aerospace, Honeywell Aerospace,
Moog, and CAE Aviation.
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Display of ‘Make in India’ Might

HENSOLDT Presents Indian
Subsidiary at Defexpo

JSC Agat and
Krasny Defence
Signs MoU

Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral Sunil Lanba, in
interaction with Dr. Georgy V Antsev, General
Director of Concern Morinformsystem Agat
,Cdr VG G Jayaprakasan,CMD, Krasny Defence
Technologies Pvt Ltd are also seen.

C

oncern Morinformsystem-Agat a
leading Russian Military Equipment
manufacturer having 15 subsidiary
companies is entering into a General
Agreement of Partnership with Krasny
Defence Technologies Pvt. Ltd.,a Mumbai
based defence Service Enterprise for servicing
their wide range of military products in
India. JSC Agat is engaged in production
of high technology defence equipment
like Multifunctional radar systems, Combat
management systems for ships, Coastal
Missile Systems, Hydro-acoustic systems etc.
With this strategic service tie-up Agat
and Krasny Defence envisage offering
comprehensive solutions to the Indian
Navy in several areas including repair of
defective modules / assemblies, Supply of
spare parts, aggregates, units, instruments,
components and special training & auxiliary
equipment, System level servicing, technical
maintenance, repair including upgrade and
extension of service life and Re-equipping
of ships and submarines during mid-life
upgrade.
With this initiative, Agat is aiming to create
a new benchmark in servicing of defence
equipment through a responsive and
credible eco system. This tie-up with Agat
comes up amid Govt. of India’s initiatives
in bolstering the combat capabilities of the
naval platforms in the face of strategic realignment of naval forces in the India Ocean
region.

		

A

t Defexpo India 2018, the leading independent sensor solutions house Hensoldt
for the first time presents its newly founded Indian subsidiary Hensoldt Pvt
Ltd (“Hensoldt India”). The new company based in Bengaluru is Hensoldt’s
local footprint and gateway to India and its surrounding region. This organization
has been setup to increase customer proximity and augment the product and
technology cooperation with local public and private companies. Furthermore, the
company will act as an innovation hub for new businesses of Hensoldt. At Defexpo,
the company is displaying a wide variety of sensor solutions in Hall 1, stand 5.1.2b.
“Hensoldt India is proof of our commitment to India as a defence manufacturing
hub”, said Andleeb Shadman, Head of Hensoldt India. ”As a platform-independent
sensor solutions provider, we are following a deliberate strategy of cooperation
with local industries strengthening the ‘Make in India’ initiative”.
Hensoldt India is leveraging the Indian start-up ecosystem for the
induction of new technologies. Its services include also software and
simulation engineering for security and safety businesses, among others
solutions to improve railway safety such as driving simulators..
The most prominent air and space platforms equipped with Hensoldt products include
the F-16, Eurofighter, Gripen and Rafale combat aircraft, the Tandem-X and EDRS-A
satellites as well as helicopters of various types. Furthermore, the company provides
mission-critical equipment for the Puma and Leopard armoured vehicles, the US Navy’s
littoral combat ships of the “Freedom” class, and the German Navy’s K130 corvettes.

Pics by Anantha Narayanan K, Aeromag Asia
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Yugoimport SDPR J.P –
A Technology Leader in Defence

Sniper Rifle30 mm M93 automatic
grenade launcher, pneumatic
rifles etc.
Artillery Weapons
Aleksandar
Self-Propelled
Artillery Weapon Cal. 155 mm
is the most powerful, fully
automated fire support artillery
weapon in cal. 155 mm with
a high level of autonomy. The
most important component
of the weapon module is a
fully automatic loader with
12 projectiles and propellant
charges, featuring the possibility

The PR-15 ground surveillance
radar is man portable and
provides long detection ranges
up to 23Kms.
Combat and Non-Combat
Vehicles
There also has an array of
combat
and
non-combat
vehicles for the land forces for
various patrol, reconnaissance
and command missions. The
armoured multi-purpose combat
vehicle, with 4x4 drive – Milosh
belongs to the category of
modern
armoured
vehicles

Shipborne Gun 20mm M71/08

By employing
an intensive
development
of new defence
system concepts
and incessant
sophistication of
the architecture,
Yugoimport is
now focusing on
expanding its
business in the
Asian region.
The company
will showcase its
best and top-ofthe-line products
and technologies
at the DefExpo
India and DSA
Malaysia 2018.

W

ith an array of
advanced
defence
technologies
and products, Serbia’s stateowned defence manufacturer,
Yugoimport-SDPR J.P., is eyeing
on Asian markets to cater to
the defence needs of various
countries in the region. Known
for its decades-long history of
trading in armaments, defence
equipment
and
technology

Hornet X-01 Unmanned Helicopter
Yugoimport-SDPR
J.P.
has
transfers, Yugoimport has been
pursuing as a marketing and been successfully building the
commercial integrator of the relationships of trust with its
Serbian Defense & Industrial business partners, attending and
Complex on the global armaments ministering to their needs and
and defence equipment market. specific requirements, developing
The company has been keeping long-term cooperation which
includes
training,
up its pace with the changing 21st always
and
overhaul
century, which is characterized maintenance
by substantial changes in the services as well as supply of spare
defence requirements of various parts.
By employing an intensive
countries.

development of new defence
system concepts and incessant
sophistication of the architecture,
Yugoimport is now focusing on
expanding its business in the
Asian region. The company will
showcase its best and top-of-theline products and technologies
at the DefExpo India and DSA
Malaysia 2018.
Asia represents the oldest
and
traditionally
one
of
more important markets for
Yugoimport. In order to win new
markets and continue its business
in Asian countries, the company
has created a separate division
for the region. With many Asian
countries implementing their
firm visions of the development
of
their
armed
forces,
Yugoimport sees huge business
opportunities by playing a major
role in equipping the military

with contemporary combat
systems.
Yugoimport
has
proven
its expertise in almost all
defence-related divisions like
Land Forces, Aerospace, Navy,
Ammunition,
Engineering,
Research, Development and
Testing, Training and Education,
Overhaul etc. The company has
been producing advanced and
sophisticated armaments and
defence equipment in all these
divisions.
Infantry
Weapons
and
Equipment
The infantry weapons and
equipment
produced
by
Yugoimport
include
9mm/
.40CZ 99/999 combat pistol,
Suppressor, combat pistol hrom,
M97 submachine gun, service
shotgun12, 7.62 x 54 mm M91

Milosh Armoured Vehicle

NORA B-52K1 155mm/52cal Self Propelled Gun Howitzer
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Aleksandar Self-Propelled Artillery Weapon Cal. 155 mm
of loading at all elevations and
the rate of fire up to 6 rounds
per minute. Other major artillery
weapons include the M09 105
mm Armoured Truck-Mounted
Howitzer, Upgunning of 130mm
M46 Gun to 155mm/45 Calibre
Gun, NORA B-52K1 155mm/52cal
Self Propelled Gun Howitzer,
Crossbow 105 mm Light LongRange Artillery System, MLRS
Self-propelled Multitube Modular
Rocket
Launcher,
KOSAVA
(Whirlwind) Truck Mounted
Launcher of Rocket - Assisted
Aerial Bombs etc.
Surveillance Systems
In
the
surveillance
and
observation
category,
Yugoimport boasts of its
sophisticated PR-15 ground
surveillance radar system, Elint/
passive surveillance system
“Radana”, UORZ -Radar warning
and direction-finding system etc.

intended for the performance
of wide range of missions in
the activities of police and
armed forces. Kurjak Artillery
Command vehicle, Lazar 3, Lazar
II 8x8 MRAV/MRAP Multi-Purpose
Armoured Vehicle, ZK 1.4t, 4x4,
5+1 Off-Road Vehicle etc are the
leading ones.
Mortars
Mortar 60 mm M57 is an
infantry fire support weapon,
designed
for
neutralization
and destruction of manpower,
weapon stations in open field or
in light defilades. It is also used
for destruction of wire obstacles,
blinding observation posts,
firing points and for battlefield
illumination. The mortar is well
suited for assault and special
forces. Other deadly mortars
from Yugoimport are M70 60mm
commando mortar, M06 60 mm
D/K Light Long-Range mortar
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60-mm-M06c Commando Mortar
family, M74 120 mm Light Mortar, M95 120 mm
Long Range mortar etc.
Battle Tanks
The main battle tanks are T-55, T-55 Upgrade,
T-72 Upgrade, T-72 Main Battle Tank, M 84 AB1
Main Battle Tank etc. These tanks are being used in
many of the countries in Europe and Asia.
Land-Based Air Defence
Yugoimport also produces state-of-the-art landbased air defence systems. The main products
are Strela 2M Low Altitude Surface-to-Air Missile
System, M55AX Hybrid Gun-Missile AD System. 23

mm ZU-23-2 upgrade etc.
Aerospace
In
the
aerospace
sector
Yugoimport
manufactures Air-To Surface Guided Weapons, AirTo Surface Non-Guided Weapons, Aircraft Engines,
Aircraft Protection, Aircraft Weapon Pods and
Mountings, Airport Equipment, Drones, Fixed and
Rotary Wing Aircraft, Parachutes etc.
LVB-250F is laser guided bomb in class of 250 kg,
converted from standard “dumb” general purpose
or penetration aerial bomb. LVB-250F is comprised
of the subsystems: guidance kit, warhead and

Multirole Fast Combat Boat
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stabilizing unit.
There are a range of aircraft
weapon pods and mountings
from Yugoimport. M09 rear
doorway-mounted
manuallycontrolled 20mm gun with
integrated
FCS,
Aeronautical
pod M08 with 12.7x108mm M87
machinegun, Maljutka 2 Missile
System Configuration Integrated
with MI-17, Possible configurations
weapon systems on medium size
helicopters, Aircraft Gunpod with
HMG 12.7 mm etc. are some of
them.
Lasta 95 Advanced PistonEngine Advanced Training Aircraft,
Sparrow Hawk Combat TurboProp Aircraft, ORAO NJ-22 (Eagle)
Transonic, Twin-EnginedGround
Attack Aircraft, Galeb G-4 M
(Seagull) Advanced Jet Training
and Ground Attack Aircraft etc are
the various aircrafts manufactured
by Yugoimport.
The Hornet or Strsljen X-01
Unmanned Helicopter is one of
the most advanced UAS from
Yugoimport for autonomous
monitoring. It has a flight speed
of 180kmph and endurance of
four hours with 240l fuel. It has
an integrated autopilot system
that provides all automatic and
stabilising modes. The frame of
the helicopter follows a modular
layout and is designed from
carbon fibre, steel and aluminium.
It can be equipped with various
SAMs as well as 12.7 mm cannon.
Navy
The various products for navy
includes Multirole Fast Combat
Boat, FAC-23 Jet Fast Patrol Boat,
Patrol Boat AL-8K-N, M09N remote
controlled weapon station with
12.7mm HMG on light naval
mount, etc.
The Multirole Fast Combat
Boat is a high-performance craft
designed for a wide range of police
and internal security activities,
including
anti-terrorist,
antiguerilla and anti-piracy tasks, and
for a number of military operations
such as special forces` landing
missions, transport of divers etc.
Shipborne gun 20mm M71/08 is
intended for close AD protection
of small ships against attacks of
the following aircraft: low-flying,
low-speed craft and helicopters.

Yugoimport SDPR J.P. Looking
for Opportunities in Asia-Pacific
Yugoimport SDPR J.P., the
Serbian technology leader in
the global defence market, is
looking for new partnerships
in the Asia-Pacific region. The
company is ready to transfer
advanced defence technologies
to friendly countries in the
region including India. “India
is a major partner and we are
looking for more business in
India and partnerships with
government
organisations
including HAL and Ordnance
Factory Board,” says Aleksandar
Lijakovic, Director of the
Commercial Affairs Directorate,
Yugoimport, during an interview
with Aeromag.
Aleksandar Lijakovic

W

ith its decades-long expertise
in manufacture and trade of
advanced
armaments
and
defence equipment, Yugoimport SDPR J.P.,
the Serbian technology leader in the global
defence market, is looking to expand its
business in Asia-Pacific region. Aleksandar
Lijakovic, Director of the Commercial Affairs
Directorate, Yugoimport, has said that the
company is looking for new partnerships
with the Asian countries including India.
“Yugoimport is ready to transfer advanced
defence technologies to friendly countries.
India is a major partner and we are looking for
more business in India and partnerships with
government organisations including HAL and
Ordnance Factory Board,” he said.
Yugoimport SDPR J.P. is a state-owned
company with vast experience and
knowledge in the trade of armaments,
defence equipment and transfer of
technology globally. The company which
had its origin in 1949 in Yugoslovia has
started entering the global defence market
in 1992. The company which sells Advanced
Missile and Artillery Systems to many
countries is keen to find new markets and
expand its business globally. “Even though

Serbia is a small country, we have developed
most advanced and sophisticated defence
technology and products. We are ready to
share our expertise and technology to our
partners,” he said.
J. P. Yugoimport-SDPR’s core business
activity from its incorporation up to this
date is foreign trade in armaments and
defence equipment. This include both import
and export of armaments and defence
equipment, services in the field of overhaul
and upgrade of armaments and defence
equipment, personnel education and training
and complex cooperation – primarily transfer
of defence technologies, capital investment
in the field of defence infrastructure, joint
development and production etc. Known
globally as an arms dealer, Yugoimport-SDPR
has innovated its business policy with an
ambition to position itself in the future as a
manufacturer of complex weapon systems
and defence equipment.
“Yugoimport has been a supplier of wide
range of defence products to land, naval and
air forces of several countries globally. The
company is selling its products to Middle East,
Far East and African countries. We have been
selling ammunitions of all standards, medium

calibre artillery, small arms of the Russian
standards, complex weapon systems, sub
propelled artillery systems, advanced artillery
system, 4x4 & 8x8 all-terrain armoured
combat vehicles etc. Yugoimport SDPR J.P.
also exports small bombs, advanced landbased missile system up to the range of
25Kms,” said Aleksandar Lijakovic.
Recently Yugoimport has developed
an Unmanned Rotor Wing Aircraft for
reconnaissance as well combat purposes. The
Hornet or Strsljen X-01 Unmanned Helicopter
is one of the most advanced UAS from
Yugoimport for autonomous monitoring. It
is the latest manifestation of state-of-theart Serbian technology. The development
activities will be completed this year and
will start LRIP – Low rate initial production in
2019. The UAV has attracted many potential
buyers when it was exhibited at UMEX UAV
exhibition at Abu Dhabi.
Aleksandar Lijakovic has said that the
defence market in India offers huge
opportunities and Yugoimport hopes to tap
the potential. “Yugoimport SDPR J.P is in
discussion with few Indian and Indonesian
companies for promoting the business in the
region,” he said.
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Defence Corridors are
Engines of Growth: PM

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi said that
the defence corridors to be set up in
Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh would
be the engines of growth in the defence
manufacturing sector. “The nation is set to
witness a boom in defence production and
the government is actively supporting Make
in India Defence through industrial friendly
policies. The defence corridors will foster the

existing manufacturing ecosystem and realise
the dream of making India a manufacturing
hub,” he said while inaugurating his first
DefExpo as Prime Minster.
The government is conducting extensive
consultations with vendors in all states to
invoke active participation by the private
companies in manufacturing. “With the
DefExpo 2018, the government intends

not to merely discuss India’s requirements,
but also to promote defence production
here. There will not be any discussions with
positive outcomes and there are no shortcuts
to achieve our Make in India goals. The
government along with the defence PSUs
are spearheading the production and we
together will transform India,” Modi said.

HAL, Boeing and MDS Join Hands
for F/A-18 Super Hornet Production

H

AL has signed a partnership agreement with Boeing and
Mahindra Defence Systems (MDS) for manufacturing the F/A18 Super Hornet in India and pursuing the joint development
of future technologies. The partnership is intended to transform
India’s aerospace and defence ecosystem, further building on its Make
in India success.
T Suvarna Raju, CMD-HAL, said that the PSU has always been at the
forefront of development in India’s aerospace sector.”This partnership
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with Boeing and Mahindra Defence Systems will create an opportunity
to develop capabilities of the aerospace industry and strengthen
indigenous platforms in India thereby contributing to the Make in
India activities,” he said.
“Boeing is excited to team up with India’s only company that
manufactures combat fighters, HAL, and Indian company that
manufactures small commercial airplanes, Mahindra. This partnership
brings the best of Indian public and private enterprises together in
partnership with the world’s largest aerospace company, Boeing,
to accelerate a contemporary 21st century ecosystem for aerospace
& defence manufacturing in India,” said Pratyush Kumar, president,
Boeing India.
“Our partnership with HAL and Mahindra will enable us to optimize
the full potential of India’s public and private sector to deliver nextgeneration F/A-18 fighter capabilities. Together we can deliver an
affordable, combat-proven fighter platform for India, while adding
growth momentum to the Indian aerospace ecosystem with
manufacturing, skill development, innovation and engineering and
job creation,” he added.
“We are excited about the opportunities that this partnership with
Boeing and HAL will provide for us to contribute further to ‘Make in
India’ for defence,” said S. P. Shukla, Group President, Aerospace &
Defence, Mahindra Group, and Chairman, Mahindra Defence Systems.
“As one of the largest private sector defence companies, we look
forward to supporting the modernization effort of our armed forces
and achieving economies of scale in the aerospace and defence
sector.” The Super Hornet Make in India proposal is to build an entirely
new and state-of-the-art production facility that can be utilized for
other programs like India’s Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA)
program.
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